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In this paper, we introduce the formalism of deduction graphs as a generalisation of both
Gentzen–Prawitz style natural deduction and Fitch style ﬂag deduction. The advantage of
this formalism is that, as with ﬂag deductions (but not natural deduction), subproofs can be
shared, but the linearisation used in ﬂag deductions is avoided. Our deduction graphs have
both nodes and boxes, which are collections of nodes that also form a node themselves. This
is reminiscent of the bigraphs of Milner, where the link graph describes the nodes and edges
and the place graph describes the nesting of nodes. We give a precise deﬁnition of deduction
graphs, together with some illustrative examples. Furthermore, we analyse their
computational behaviour by studying the process of cut-elimination and by deﬁning
translations from deduction graphs to simply typed lambda terms. From a slight variation
of this translation, we conclude that the process of cut-elimination is strongly normalising.
The translation to simple type theory removes quite a lot of structure, so we also propose a
translation to a context calculus with lets that faithfully captures the structure of deduction
graphs. The proof nets of linear logic also oﬀer a graph-like presentation of natural
deduction, and we point out some similarities between the two formalisms.
1. Introduction
Gentzen–Prawitz (Gentzen 1969; Prawitz 1965) style deduction and Fitch (Fitch 1952)
style deduction are two popular ways of doing ‘natural deduction’. In Gentzen–Prawitz
style, a deduction has the shape of a tree. This makes the meaning of the logical
connectives very clear, but from a practical point of view it is not very eﬃcient because,
in order to use one (proved) result in two branches of the tree, one has to prove it
twice. In Fitch style, a deduction has a linear format, which makes it possible to reuse an
already proved result, by just referring to the line (it has a number) on which it has been
proved. However, the order of steps in a Fitch deduction is quite arbitrary: many logical
inferences are independent of one another and can henceforth be put in any order. So,
there is a lot of bureaucratic detail in Fitch deductions that is irrelevant for the underlying
logical structure, as a matter of fact, the linearity blurs the logical structure. This logical
structure is presented by the dependencies between the logical formulas: how a formula is
inferred from other formulas. In this paper we deﬁne deduction graphs, which are graphs
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Fig. 1. Deduction graph of (B→C)→(A→C) from A→B and link and place graphs.
of a speciﬁc shape that are intended to capture just the logical structure of a deduction
without the bureaucratic details.
In deduction graphs, the nodes have formulas as labels and if node n with label A
(which will be denoted (n, A)) has edges to the nodes (m1, B1), . . . , (mk, Bk), the idea is that
A is derivable from B1, . . . , Bk in one logical step. This could also have been formalised
with a multi-edge from (n, A) to (m1, B1), . . . , (mk, Bk), but we want to keep it simple.
A node with no outgoing edges is a (local) hypothesis. Obviously, not all graphs are
deductions graphs: we have to impose some restrictions. First, we should avoid cyclicity,
as we want to have a notion of derivability: a formula A that occurs as a (label of a) node
of deduction graph G is meant to be derivable from the total collection of hypotheses of G
that A points hereditarily to. Of course, we want this notion of derivability to correspond
to the well-known one from natural deduction, but we want more: the deduction graphs
should also in their ﬁne structure correspond closely to the well-known Gentzen–Prawitz
style deduction and Fitch style deduction. We achieve this by making sure that these
well-known natural deductions are an (almost immediate) instance of our deduction
graphs.
An important aspect of natural deduction is the scope of a hypothesis. In Gentzen–
Prawitz style we have the concept of the discharging of hypotheses, which is done, for
example, in the → introduction rule. The discharged hypotheses are no longer hypotheses
on which the conclusion depends. In Fitch style, the notion of scope is even more explicitly
present in the ﬂags that delimit the scope of a (local) hypothesis: for example, when the
→-introduction rule is applied, the scope ends. In deduction graphs, we formalise scope
using boxes. A box is a subgraph (that is, a collection of nodes and the edges between
them) that again forms a node itself. These boxes are typically used for the →-introduction
rule: the hypotheses A (to be ‘discharged’) are put within the box (so they are ‘hidden’
from the rest of the graph). To make all this a bit more intuitive, Figure 1 shows an
example of a deduction graph, which can be seen as a derivation of (B→C)→(A→C)
from A→B.
This is slightly reminiscent of Milner’s bigraphs (Milner 2004). In these also collections
of nodes can form nodes themselves, giving rise to the view of a bigraph as a combination
of a link graph and a place graph. The ﬁrst describes the nodes and edges between them,
and the second describes the nesting structure. This terminology can also be applied to
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our deduction graphs. The graph in Figure 1 then gives rise to the two graphs to the right
of it. Notwithstanding this superﬁcial correspondence, our deduction graphs have a quite
diﬀerent nature from Milner’s bigraphs: in bigraphs edges have no direction and can
be multi-linked, but, and most importantly, nodes in bigraphs have a ﬁxed arity, which
determines the number of edges it connects to. In our setting the number of ingoing edges
is unlimited.
Gentzen–Prawitz style deductions have the advantage that they can be brought into a
speciﬁc form: by repeatedly applying cut-elimination, we eventually get a deduction
‘without detours’. This has led to the important result that Gentzen–Prawitz style
deductions have the subformula property (Prawitz 1971). It is well known, that Gentzen–
Prawitz style deductions correspond to simply typed λ-terms and that cut-eliminations
can be seen as β-reduction. This was generalised to Fitch deduction in Geuvers and
Nederpelt (2004): a mapping from Fitch deductions to typed λ-terms was deﬁned and it
was observed that the correspondence is not 1–1. As a matter of fact, Fitch deductions
correspond more closely to typed terms in a λ-calculus with lets (but that was not made
precise in Geuvers and Nederpelt (2004)).
In the present paper, as well as introducing and motivating the notion of deduction
graphs (Section 2), the main topic is the study of the computational content of deduction
graphs, notably that given by the process of cut-elimination (Section 3). For deduction
graphs, the basic step of cut-elimination is a reordering of edges. The real ‘work’ is in
the steps that make a cut explicit, where, for example, an unsharing of a part of the
deduction graph is required. Cut-elimination is precisely deﬁned and analysed by studying
translations to other calculi.
We ﬁrst deﬁne a mapping [[−]] to simply typed λ-calculus, which takes a deduction
graph and a node and computes the simply typed term corresponding to the proof of
that node. This follows the well-known Curry–Howard formulas-as-types embedding
and has the property that if G −−>cutG′ and the cut-formula can be reached from
node n, then [[G, n]] −−>−>+β [[G′, n]] (Section 4.1). As this mapping may remove parts of
the deduction graph, we cannot conclude termination of cut-elimination from this. We
therefore deﬁne a map 〈[G, n]〉 to a slightly modiﬁed version of simple type theory in which
all subproofs are preserved. From this we obtain strong normalisation of cut-elimination
(Section 4.2).
To give a better analysis of deduction graphs, we deﬁne a mapping 〈−〉 to a typed
context calculus with lets (Section 5). This map takes a deduction graph and gives a
context (that is, a term with a hole) in the context calculus with lets. The substitution of
a (name of a) node in a context gives the interpretation of the deduction ‘at that point’.
Moreover, if G−−>cutG′, then 〈G〉−−>−>+let〈G′〉, where the reduction steps code the changes in
the deduction graph more directly.
Proof nets (Girard 1987) are another way to give a presentation of deductions
(in linear logic) as graphs. As they originate from a sequent calculus, they are con-
structed quite diﬀerently from our deduction graphs. Nevertheless, the reduction rules
look very similar. We discuss some future work on studying the connection between
these formalisms in Section 6.1, and suggest some other ideas for future research in
Section 6.2.
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Fig. 2. Three non-examples and one example of a closed box directed graph.
2. Deduction Graphs
Deﬁnition 2.1. A closed box directed graph is a triple 〈X,G, (Bi)i∈I〉 where X is a set of
labels, G is a directed graph where all nodes have a label in X and (Bi)i∈I is a collection
of sets of nodes of G, which are called the boxes. Each box Bi corresponds to a node,
which is called the box node of Bi. Moreover, the boxes (Bi)i∈I should satisfy the following
properties:
1 Non-overlap – Two boxes are disjoint or one is contained in the other: ∀i, j ∈ I(Bi∩Bj =
 ∨ Bi ⊂ Bj ∨ Bj ⊂ Bi).
2 Box-node edge – There is only one outgoing edge from a box-node and that points into
the box itself (that is, to a node in the box).
3 No edges into a box – Apart from the edge from the box-node, there are no edges
pointing into a box.
Formally, the labelled directed graph G is a triple 〈N,E, L〉, where N is a set of nodes, E
is a set of edges and L is a (labelling) function from N to X. Furthermore, there is an
injection from the set of boxes to the set of nodes, allowing us to identify a box with its
box node, so we freely write ∈ for the transitive relation on nodes: n ∈ m denotes the fact
that m is the box node of some box B and n ∈ B. For example, in the rightmost graph
of Figure 2, we have 1 ∈ 6 and 4 ∈ 6, but 5 /∈ 6 and 6 /∈ 6. Following Milner’s idea, we
also deﬁne the link graph and the place graph of a closed box directed graph.
Deﬁnition 2.2. The link graph of a closed box directed graph 〈X,G, B〉 is the labelled
directed graph 〈X,G〉.
Deﬁnition 2.3. The place graph of a closed box directed graph 〈X, 〈N,E, L〉, B〉 is the
labelled graph 〈X, 〈N,∈, L〉〉, where ∈ is the membership relation between nodes and
boxes.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A closed box directed graph 〈X ′, 〈N ′, E ′, L′〉, B′〉 is a subgraph of a closed
box directed graph 〈X, 〈N,E, L〉, B〉, when:
1 X ′ ⊆ X.
2 〈N ′, E ′〉 is a subgraph of 〈N,E〉.
3 L′ = L|N ′ .
4 〈N ′,∈〉 is the subgraph of 〈N,∈〉 induced by N ′.
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We use 〈G, (Bi)i∈I〉 to denote a closed box directed graph, or just G, leaving the set of
labels X, and possibly also the set of boxes, implicit.
So, if B is a box, m ∈ B, n /∈ B and n−− m, then n is the box-node of B. Moreover, if
B is a box with box-node n, there is exactly one edge from n to some m ∈ B.
In Figure 2 we give three examples that are not closed box directed graphs and one
example that is.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let G be a closed box directed graph. A box-topological ordering of G is
a linear ordering of the nodes of G that both contains the link graph of G and its place
graph.
When talking about graphs, we sometimes explicitly write the label with the node, for
example, we write (n, A)−− (m,B) to denote the edge from n with label A to m with label
B. We will also sometimes identify a node with its label if no confusion arises. (Note,
however, that diﬀerent nodes may have the same label.) So, if n0 −− n1 and the labels on
these nodes are A and B, respectively, we sometimes denote this edge by A −− B.
We use arrows in three diﬀerent ways, and for clarity we have used diﬀerent arrow
symbols for each of them:
— We use −− to denote an edge.
— We use → to denote an implication.
— We use −−> to denote a reduction.
In a directed graph with boxes, we want to deﬁne which nodes are ‘visible’ and can
thus be used to derive new (logical) conclusions. We therefore deﬁne the notion of scope,
which is not related to the graph structure, but to the boxes.
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let 〈G, (Bi)i∈I〉, be a closed-box directed graph, and n0 and n1 be nodes in
this graph.
— Node n1 is in the scope of n0 if n0 is in all boxes that n1 is in. In a formula:
∀i ∈ I(n1 ∈ Bi ⇒ n0 ∈ Bi). (So the nodes in the scope of n0 are the nodes that are in
‘wider’ boxes.)
— The nodes n0 and n1 are at the same depth , when n0 is in the scope of n1, and n1 is in
the scope of n0. Node n0 is at a greater depth than n1, when n1 is in the scope of n0,
but n0 is not in the scope of n1.
— Node n1 is a top-level node if n1 is not contained in any box.
— The free nodes are the top-level nodes that have no outgoing edges.
— The free nodes of a box B are the nodes in B that become free nodes if we remove B
and all boxes that contain B.
We now deﬁne the deduction graphs that correspond to minimal proposition logic, and
give an inductive deﬁnition, in the style of Gentzen and Prawitz, with the diﬀerence that
now we are not dealing with a tree structure but with a graph structure, which makes the
deﬁnition more involved. In the following, Form is the set of formulas from implicational
logic.
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Fig. 3. The →-E and →-I rule of deduction graphs.
Deﬁnition 2.7. The collection of deduction graphs for minimal proposition logic is the set
of closed box directed graphs over IN × Form deﬁned inductively as follows:
Axiom A single node (n, A) is a deduction graph.
Join If G and G′ are disjoint deduction graphs, then G′′ := G ∪ G′ is a deduction
graph.
→-E If G is a deduction graph containing two nodes (n, A→B) and (m,A) at the top
level, then the graph G′ := G with
— a new node (p, B) at the top level,
— an edge (p, B) −− (n, A→B),
— an edge (p, B) −− (m,A),
is a deduction graph – see the left-hand part of Figure 3.
→-I If G is a deduction graph containing a node (j, B) with no ingoing edges and a
ﬁnite set of free nodes, (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A), with label A all at the top level, then
the graph G′ := G with
— a box B with box-node (n, A→B), containing the nodes (j, B) and (n1, A),
. . . , (nk, A) and no other nodes that were free in G,
— an edge from the box node (n, A→B) to (j, B)
is a deduction graph provided it is a well-formed closed box directed graph (see
the right-hand part Figure 3; the nodes (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A) are discharged ).
Repeat If G is a deduction graph containing a node (n, A) at the top level, the graph
G′ := G with
— a new node (m,A) at the top level,
— an edge (m,A) −− (n, A)
is a deduction graph.
From now on, we will simply write ‘deduction graph’ instead of ‘deduction graph for
minimal proposition logic’.
Example 2.8. We give examples of three simple deduction graphs in Figure 4. II is an
example where no assumption is discharged in the introduction of the →. In III ‘garbage’
(nodes 2 and 3) occurs inside a box – it is just an involved way of proving B→B. We
have added III to show a slightly non-standard example.
Example 2.9. Figure 5 provides another example of a deduction graph, where the part H
is some unspeciﬁed part of the graph that contains a node (7, A). This deduction graph
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Fig. 4. Three simple deduction graphs.
Fig. 5. Example of a deduction graph.
can be seen as a derivation of B from an assumption A→A→B (assuming a derivation H
of A).
Lemma 2.10. Every deduction graph is acyclic.
Proof. Number the nodes in the order in which they have been introduced. Note that
Deﬁnition 2.7 only allows edges m −− n if m > n.
Example 2.11. In the deduction graph of Example 2.9 (Figure 5), if we ignore the nodes
of H , which are not shown, the usual linear ordering of the naturals itself can be used
to give a box-topological ordering. More generally, each linear ordering that satisﬁes the
constraints 8 > 7, 8 > 6 > 5 > 4, 5 > 1, 4 > 2, 4 > 3 is a box-topological ordering of the
deduction graph.
In the rightmost graph of Figure 2, the only possible box-topological ordering of the
graph is 6 > 4 > 1 > 2 > 3 > 5.
The following lemma enables us to prove that a given graph G is a deduction graph
without explicitly supplying a construction. If we (over)simplify the statement of the
lemma, it basically says that we just have to check that G is a non-cyclic closed box
directed graph and that each node of G is of one of four possible types (A, E, I or R,
which are deﬁned in the Lemma). These types correspond to the Axiom, Join, →-I and
→-E construction cases of Deﬁnition 2.7. The lemma also enables us to deﬁne a function
inductively on nodes of a deduction graph, independently of how the graph has been
created.
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Lemma 2.12. G is a deduction graph if and only if the following hold:
1 G is a ﬁnite closed box directed graph.
2 There is a box-topological ordering > of G.
3 Every node n of G is of one of the following four types:
A n has no outgoing edges.
E n has label B and has exactly two outgoing edges: one to a node (m,A→B) and one
to a node (p, A), both within the scope of n.
I n is a box-node of a box B with label A→B and has exactly one outgoing edge,
which is to a node (j, B) inside the box B with no other ingoing edges. All nodes
inside the box without outgoing edges have label A.
R n has label A and has exactly one outgoing edge, which is to a node (m,A) that is
within the scope of n.
Proof.
⇒ The proof is by induction on the construction of deduction graphs (Deﬁnition 2.7).
For every construction case for deduction graphs we have to check the three properties
stated in the Lemma. Properties (1) and (3) are immediate (note that for the →-I
case, property (1) is enforced by the deﬁnition). For property (2), we know from the
induction hypothesis that there is a box-topological ordering > on smaller graphs. In
the construction cases Axiom, Repeat, →-I or →-E, we make the new node that is
introduced highest in the >-ordering, which yields a box-topological ordering on the
new graph. In the construction case Join, we have two box topological orderings, >1
on G1 and >2 on G2. Then G1 ∪G2 can be given a box-topological ordering by taking
the union of >1 and >2 and by putting n > m for every n ∈ G1, m ∈ G2.
⇐ The proof is by induction on the number of nodes of G. Let > be the box-topological
order that is assumed to exist. Let n be the node that is maximal with respect to >.
Then n must be on the top level. When we remove node n, possibly including its box
(if n is of type I), we obtain a graph G′ that again satisﬁes the properties listed in
the Lemma. By the induction hypothesis we see that G′ is a deduction graph. Now
we can add node n again, using one of the construction cases for deduction graphs:
Join if n is an A node
→-E if n is an E node
→-I if n is an I node
Repeat if n is an R node.
Deﬁnition 2.13. Let G be a deduction graph.
1 For n a node of G, we deﬁne Gn, the subgraph of G generated from n, as the subgraph
of G consisting of all nodes reachable from n (with boxes inherited from G).
2 For B a box in G with discharged nodes (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A), and (m,A) a fresh node
(that is, not in B), we deﬁne Bm, the m-closure of B, as the graph consisting of all
nodes inside B plus all nodes that can be reached from within B in one step plus a
new node (m,A) and arrows from (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A) to m.
We have the following as a simple corollary of Lemma 2.12.
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Fig. 6. From natural deductions to deduction graphs
Corollary 2.14.
1 If G is a deduction graph containing a node n, then Gn is a deduction graph also.
2 If G is a deduction graph containing a box B and m is a node not in B, then Bm is
a deduction graph also. (Note that in Bm, all nodes that were not in B have become
A-nodes.)
Deduction graphs were designed to generalise both natural deductions (from Gentzen
and Prawitz) and ﬂag deductions of Fitch. It is not diﬃcult to see that they do.
Deﬁnition 2.15 (Natural deductions as deduction graphs). Given a natural deduction Σ
with conclusion B from assumptions Γ, we deﬁne a deduction graph Σ¯ with a top-level
node with label B and free nodes with labels Γ as follows.
View all formula occurrences as a node and replace every rule of the form
A1 . . . Ak
B
by edges from (m,B) to (n1, A1), . . . , (nk, Ak) (where m is the node associated with this
speciﬁc occurrence of B, and similarly for n1, . . . , nk and A1, . . . , Ak).
In the → introduction rule, where A→B is concluded from B, discharging a number
of assumptions A, let Σ be the natural deduction with conclusion B. We may assume (by
induction) that we have a deduction graph Σ¯ with top-level node (j, B). We now create
a box B, consisting of Σ¯, and for all the top-level nodes (p, C) of Σ¯ that correspond to
occurrences of hypotheses C that are not discharged at the introduction of A→B, we add
a new node (p′, C) outside B and a repeat edge from (p, C) to (p′, C). This is shown in
Figure 6.
The following lemma is now immediate.
Lemma 2.16. If Σ is a natural deduction with conclusion B from assumptions Γ, Σ¯ is a
deduction graph with a top-level node with label B and free nodes with labels Γ.
For the translation from Fitch deductions to deduction graphs, we have ﬁrst to make
precise what a Fitch deduction is exactly. We follow the deﬁnition given in Geuvers and
Nederpelt (2004), which we do not repeat here. Instead, we restrict ourselves to giving a
clarifying example – see deduction Σ1 on the left-hand side of Figure 7. This deduction
proves A→D (on the last line) from the hypotheses A→(B→C)→D and A→C , on lines 1
and 2. The open (that is, non-discharged) hypotheses are indicated by a ‘ﬂag’ whose pole
extends to the line of the conclusion. Discharging a hypothesis corresponds to ending the
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Fig. 7. Fitch deductions Σ1, Σ2 and Σ2.
Fig. 8. From ﬂag deductions to deduction graphs.
ﬂag pole. On line 7, the ﬂag pole of the hypothesis B ends and we conclude B→C from
C , while ending the scope of the B ﬂag. The comments on the right give the motivation
for the conclusion on the line, referring to a logical operation and previous lines. The
lines that can be referred to in a motivation should be in scope, a notion that should be
intuitively clear. In the Fitch deduction Σ3 we see one additional rule, which is the repeat
rule. This rule allows to repeat a formula that has been derived on a previous line if it is
in scope.
Deﬁnition 2.17 (Fitch deductions as deduction graphs). Given a Fitch deduction Σ with
conclusion B and ﬂags Γ, we deﬁne a deduction graph Σˆ with a top-level node with label
B and free nodes with labels Γ as follows.
We view a formula occurrence B on line n as a node (n, B) and then add edges as
follows: if →-E, p, q is the motivation on line n, add edges from (n, B) to nodes p and q;
if →-I, p, q is the motivation on line n, add an edge from (n, B) to node q; if R, p is the
motivation on line n, add an edge from (n, B) to node p. Now, if there is a ﬂag that starts
at line i and is discharged at line j + 1, put a box around nodes i, . . . , j.
This creates a deduction graph, but there is one slight subtlety: in ﬂag deductions, if
we introduce A→B, B does not have to be under the ‘ﬂag’ A, it only has to be ‘in scope’
(see ﬂag deduction Σ2 in Figure 7). In this case, we ﬁrst add a ‘Repeat’ step to the ﬂag
deduction and then we can perform the translation.
The following lemma is now immediate, as can be seen from the examples in Figure 8,
which are translations of the Fitch deductions of Figure 7.
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Fig. 9. Cut-elimination in deduction graphs.
Lemma 2.18. If Σ is a Fitch deduction with conclusion B and ﬂags Γ, Σˆ is a deduction
graph with a top-level node with label B and free nodes with labels Γ.
3. Cut-elimination
We now deﬁne the notion of a ‘cut’ in deduction graphs. We want to be able to contract
cuts in the usual natural-deduction way, thus a cut should be something like an →-I
immediately followed by an →-E of the same formula. We want to eliminate such a
cut by reordering the edges that are involved in the cut, and removing some. Basically,
this amounts to Figure 9. However, it could also happen that the →-I and the →-E are
separated by several Repeats.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A cut in a deduction graph G is a subgraph of G consisting of:
— A box-node (n, A→B)
— A node (p, B)
— A node (m,A)
— A sequence of R-nodes (s0, A→B), . . . , (si, A→B)
— Edges (p, B) −− (si, A→B) −− . . . −− (s0, A→B) −− (n, A→B)
— An edge (p, B) −− (m,A).
The operation sketched in Figure 9 is only deﬁned on cuts where the →-I is immediately
followed by the →-E on the same formula. However, it may not yield a deduction graph
again: when the box-node (n, A→B) has other incoming edges, these incoming edges
are now ‘dangling’, and when the node (m,A) is at an equal or greater depth than the
nodes (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A), the edges that connect them are pointing into a box (which is
forbidden). See Figure 10, where three possible positions of the cut with respect to boxes
are depicted. In the third case, contracting the cut yields an edge pointing into a box, so
we cannot contract it. For reasons related to the correspondence with contexts, we also
discard the second case. We call these cases a depth conﬂict in Deﬁnition 3.9. We will now
deﬁne a ‘safety’ criterion telling us when cut-elimination (as in Figure 9) can be performed
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Fig. 10. Three possible positions of the cut with respect to boxes. When n and p are at the same
depth (ﬁrst picture) the cut is safe. In the other cases we have a depth-conﬂict.
Fig. 11. Deduction graph of Figure 5 after a cut-elimination step.
without problems. In the general situation, in order to carry out cut-elimination, we may
ﬁrst have to do some ‘R-elimination’, ‘unsharing’ and ‘incorporation’ steps.
Deﬁnition 3.2. A cut in a graph G is safe if the following requirements hold:
— There is an edge from (p, B) to (n, A→B) and that is the only edge to (n, A→B).
— The nodes (n, A→B) and (p, B) are at the same depth.
The process of eliminating a safe cut is the following operation on a deduction graph:
1 Remove the edges to and from n.
2 Remove the edge from (p, B) to (m,A).
3 Remove the box node n.
4 Add an edge from (p, B) to (j, B) (the B-node that n pointed to).
5 Add edges from n1, . . . , nk (the A-nodes that were inside the box) to (m,A).
Example 3.3. The deduction graph of Example 2.9 contains a cut that we can eliminate.
If we do so, we obtain the deduction graph in Figure 11
Lemma 3.4. If G is a deduction graph with safe cut c and G′ is obtained from G by
eliminating c, then G′ is also a deduction graph.
Proof. We use Lemma 2.12. All nodes in G′ are of the correct form: A, E, I or R. To
see that G′ is a closed box directed graph, we check that there are no edges pointing into
a box: (m,A) is in the scope of (n, A→B), so (also after removing the box node), (m,A)
is in the scope of n1, . . . , nk and the edges from n1, . . . , nk to m do not point into a box.
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Fig. 12. Deduction graph with a cut hidden by a repeat and the same graph with the cut made
explicit.
Fig. 13. Deduction graph with a cut hidden by sharing.
Finally, to ﬁnd a topological order on G′, note that there is no edge from m to n and no
edge from m to any node inside the eliminated box B. So, without loss of generality, we
may assume that l > m for all l ∈ B.
If a cut is not safe, we need to make it safe before performing a cut-elimination step.
A ﬁrst problem with non-safe deduction graphs is that the →-I step and the →-E step
could be separated by Repeats – see Figure 12 for an example. To eliminate the cut that
arises from A→B and A, we must ﬁrst eliminate the Repeats.
Deﬁnition 3.5 (Cut hidden by repeats). Let G be a deduction graph that contains a node
(n0, A→B), an R-node (n1, A→B), a node (n2, B), a node (n3, A) and edges n1−−n0, n2−−n1
and n2 −− n3. The repeat-elimination at n0, n1, n2 is obtained by:
1 When an edge points to n1, redirect it to n0.
2 Remove n1.
Lemma 3.6. For G a deduction graph, the repeat-elimination of G is a deduction graph
also.
Another problem arises when a boxed part is ‘shared’ – see Figure 13.
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Fig. 14. Unsharing a deduction graph.
Fig. 15. The deduction graph of 13, with the cut made explicit.
Deﬁnition 3.7 (Cut hidden by sharing). Let G be a deduction graph that contains a box
B with box-node (n, A→C) and k  2 ingoing edges from p1, . . . , pk . The unsharing of G
at nodes n, p1, . . . , pk is obtained as follows (see Figure 14):
1 Make a box B′, that contains a copy of all nodes and edges of B.
2 Copy all the outgoing edges of B to B′ (thus if we had q −− m with q ∈ B, q′ ∈ B′
and m /∈ B, we add q′ −− m, where q′ is the copy of q in B′).
3 Let p2, . . . pk point to n
′ (the box-node of B′) instead of n.
Figure 15 shows the unsharing of the deduction graph of Figure 13.
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a deduction graph that contains a box B with box-node n with label
A→B and k  2 ingoing edges from p1, . . . pk . The unsharing of G at nodes n, p1, . . . , pk is
a deduction graph.
Proof. We use Lemma 2.12. The graph G′ is a ﬁnite closed box directed graph. We
make a box-topological ordering of G′ by putting all nodes of B′ immediately after the
last node of B in the box-topological order of G. Finally, each node of G′ satisﬁes one of
the cases of Lemma 2.12.
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Fig. 16. Deduction graph with hidden cut due to a depth conﬂict.
Fig. 17. Deduction graph of Figure 16 with the cut made explicit via an incorporation.
Finally, the problem of cuts being hidden as a consequence of a depth conﬂict is solved
by incorporating one box within another – see Figure 16 for an example of a depth
conﬂict.
Deﬁnition 3.9 (Cut hidden by a depth conﬂict, and incorporation). We have a depth conﬂict
in the deduction graph G if G contains a box B with box-node (n, A→B) that has exactly
one ingoing edge, from (p, B) say, and (p, B) is at a greater depth than (n, A→B). In that
case the incorporation of G at n, p is obtained by moving box B into a deeper box that
includes (p, B).
Figure 17 shows the incorporation of the deduction graph of Figure 16.
Lemma 3.10. Let G be a deduction graph that contains a depth conﬂict at nodes n, p. The
incorporation of G at n, p is a deduction graph.
Proof. Because no other edges point to n, the resulting graph is a ﬁnite closed box
directed graph. The nodes in the resulting graph are all of the same type as they were in
G. Also, the topological order can be taken to be the same as for G.
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Deﬁnition 3.11. Given a deduction graph G with a cut c, the process of eliminating the cut
c is as follows:
1 Making explicit cuts hidden by repeat – Provided there is no edge from (p, B) to (n, A→B),
perform the appropriate repeat-elimination step as described in Deﬁnition 3.5.
2 Making explicit cuts hidden by sharing – If there is an edge from (p, B) to (n, A→B)
and this is not the only edge to (n, A→B), perform the appropriate unsharing step, as
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.7;
3 Making explicit cuts hidden by a depth conﬂict – Provided (p, B) is not at the same depth
as (n, A→B), perform an incorporation step, as described in Deﬁnition 3.9.
4 If c is safe, perform the cut-elimination step as deﬁned in Deﬁnition 3.2.
4. Computational content: from deduction graphs to λ-terms
4.1. Translation to simply typed λ-terms
In this section we map deduction graphs to λ-terms. Every node in a deduction graph can
be mapped to a term, which corresponds to the proof of the formula in that node.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Given a deduction graph G and a node n in G, we deﬁne the λ-term [[G, n]]
as follows (by induction on the number of nodes of G):
A If (n, A) has no outgoing edges:
[[G, n]] := xAn .
E If (n, B) −− (m,A→B) and (n, B) −− (p, A):
[[G, n]] := [[Gm,m]] [[Gp, p]] .
I If (n, A→B) is a box-node with (n, A→B) −− (j, B) and the free nodes of the box are
(n1, A), . . . , (nk, A):
[[G, n]] := λx:A.([[Gj, j]][xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x]) .
R If (n, A) −− (m,A),
[[G, n]] := [[Gm,m]] .
Note that [[G, n]] = [[Gn, n]] for all n. This mapping ignores quite a lot of the structure of
the graph. The following lemma is an immediate consequence of the deﬁnitions.
Lemma 4.2. Let G, G′ be a deduction graph and n be a node of G and G′. Then:
— If G′ is obtained from G by an unsharing step, [[G, n]] = [[G′, n]].
— If G′ is obtained from G by an incorporation step, [[G, n]] = [[G′, n]].
— If G′ is obtained from G by an R-elimination step, [[G, n]] = [[G′, n]].
We now connect the process of cut-elimination on deduction graphs with β-reduction
on simply typed λ-terms. We ﬁrst relate substitution in λ-terms to a notion of substitution
in deduction graphs. In deduction graphs, substitution is performed by turning an A-node
into an R-node by linking it to a node with the same label.
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Deﬁnition 4.3. Let G and G′ be two deduction graphs and suppose that m0, . . . , mk are the
free nodes of G. The function f from the nodes of G to the nodes of G′ is a deduction
graph substitution (or dg-substitution) if the following hold for all nodes m, n0, n1 of G:
1 The label of m is the label of f(m).
2 If n0 −− n1, then f(n0) −− f(n1).
3 m ∈ B iﬀ f(m) ∈ f(B).
4 If m = m0, . . . mk is an A/E/I/R node, then f(m) is an A/E/I/R node too.
In the third clause of the Deﬁnition, we use f(B). This clause should obviously be
understood as ‘m ∈ B where B has box node n if and only if f(m) ∈ B′ where B′ has box
node f(n)’.
A dg-substitution cannot change much of the graph: G′ may contain parts that G does
not have and G′ may have some more sharing than G. But most importantly, a top level
A-node of G may be ‘replaced by’ some other node. The correspondence with substitution
is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let G and G′ be two deduction graphs with m0, . . . , mk the free nodes of G
and n a top-level node of G, and let f be a dg-substitution from G to G′. We have
[[G′, f(n)]] = [[G, n]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]]
where [−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]] is an abbreviation for
[xm0 := [[G
′, f(m0)]], . . . , xmk := [[G′, f(mk)]]] .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of reachable nodes from n (we use the
symbol
IH
= to indicate an application of the induction hypothesis).
A If (n, A) has no outgoing edges, there is an i such that n = mi.
[[G′, f(mi)]] = xmi [xmi := [[G′, f(mi)]]]
= [[G,mi]][
−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]] .
E If (n, B) −− (q, A→B) and (n, B) −− (p, A),
[[G′, f(n)]] = [[G′, f(q)]][[G′, f(p)]]
IH
= ([[G′, q]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]])([[G, p]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]])
= ([[G, q]][[G, p]])[−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]]
= [[G, n]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]] .
I If (n, A→B) is a box-node with (n, A→B) −− (j, B) and the free nodes of the box are
(n1, A), . . . , (nl , A), then f(n1), . . . , f(nl) are free nodes of the box with box-node f(n).
Using the abbreviations
[−→xn := x] for [xn1 := x, . . . , xnl := x]
[−−→xf(n) := x] for [xf(n1) := x, . . . , xf(nl ) := x]
[−→xn := [[G′,−−→f(n)]]] for [xn1 := [[G′, f(n1)]], . . . , xnl := [[G′, f(nl)]]] ,
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we have:
[[G′, f(n)]] = λx:A.([[G, f(j)]][−−→xf(n) := x])
IH
= λx:A.(([[G, j]][−→xn := [[G′,−−→f(n)]]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]])[−−→xf(n) := x])
∗
= λx:A.(([[G, j]][−→xn := x])[−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]])
= (λx:A.([[G, j]][−→xn := x]))[−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]]
= [[G, n]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]] .
The equality
∗
= uses the fact that −→m and −→n are disjoint and that [[G′, f(ni)]] = xf(ni)
(because ni is an A node inside a box, f(ni) is an A node also).
R If (n, A) −− (q, A),
[[G′, f(n)]] = [[G′, f(q)]]
IH
= [[G, q]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]]
= [[G, n]][−→xm := [[G′,−−→f(m)]]].
Lemma 4.4 is used in the proof of the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5 (Cut-elimination is β-reduction). If G −−>cutG′, then [[G, n]] −−>−>β[[G′, n]].
This lemma can be made more precise: if there is a path from n to the cut-formula, we
know that the β-reduction is not empty. If the cut-formula is not reachable from n, the
reduction is a zero-step reduction and the right- and left-hand sides are the same.
4.2. Strong normalisation of cut-elimination
As the reduction in Lemma 4.5 may be empty, we cannot conclude strong normalisation
(SN) for cut-elimination from strong normalisation for β. A seemingly simple way to solve
this is to consider the set [[G, n1]], . . . , [[G, np]] for all top level nodes without incoming
edges n1, . . . , np, and to prove that if G −−>cutG′, then one of the terms [[G, ni]] does a
real reduction step. (So then the sum of the lengths of the maximal reduction sequences
from [[G, n1]], . . . , [[G, np]] may be used as a measure.) The problem with this reasoning is
twofold:
1 If we do a cut-elimination where the →-I is empty (there are no n1, . . . , nk), we create a
new top-level node (the (m,A) that we ‘cut’ with) without incoming edges.
2 A box may contain nodes without ingoing edges. These become (new) top nodes after
a cut-elimination step.
Problem (1) cannot just be solved by taking [[G, n]] for all nodes n, because in the unsharing
phase, nodes may get copied. Problem (2) cannot be solved by taking [[G, n]] for all nodes
without incoming edges (including the ones inside boxes), because if the box gets removed
– due to a cut-elimination step – we have to substitute inside [[G, n]].
The solution is to collect together into one ‘term’ all the λ-terms that arise from a
node without incoming edges. To do this, we extend the simply typed λ-calculus with a
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new term construction 〈−, . . .〉. So we have the following new term syntax and additional
derivation rule:
T〈〉 ::= x | (T〈〉T〈〉) | λx : A.T〈〉 | 〈T〈〉,T〈〉, . . . ,T〈〉〉
Γ  M : A Γ  N1 : B1 . . . Γ  Nk : Bk
Γ  〈M,N1, . . . , Nk〉 : A
.
Deﬁnition 4.6. We deﬁne λ→〈〉 as the λ-calculus with the tupling constructor 〈−, . . .〉 and
the above derivation rule. The reduction rules for λ→〈〉 are as follows.
(λx:A.M)N −−>β¯ M[x := N] if x ∈ FV(M)
(λx:A.M)N −−>β¯ 〈M,N〉 if x /∈ FV(M)
〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉N −−>β¯ 〈MN,P1, . . . , Pk〉
〈. . . , 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉, . . .〉 −−>β¯ 〈. . . ,M, P1, . . . , Pk, . . .〉
N〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉 −−>β¯ 〈NM,P1, . . . , Pk〉 .
As can be observed from the rules, the N1, . . . , Nk in 〈M,N1, . . . , Nk〉 act as a kind of
‘garbage’. The order of the terms in N1, . . . , Nk is irrelevant, so we consider terms modulo
permutation of these vectors, which we will write as ≡p.
The ideas that we use in this section are very reminiscent of Klop (1980), where tech-
niques are proposed (and used) to prove strong normalisation from weak normalisation
(WN). This goes back to older work (Nederpelt 1973), which proved SN for Automath
systems via a proof of WN. A good overview of Klop and Nederpelt’s work, and related
later work, can be found in Sørensen’s Ph.D. thesis (Sørensen 1997). The λ→〈〉-calculus
is close to a simply typed variant of the λ-calculus with the non-erasing reductions of
Klop (1980). The diﬀerence is mainly in the fact that Klop uses pairs, while we use
(more general) tuples. Moreover, Klop studies the normalisation of terms ι(M), where
ι(M) is a term where all erasing redexes (K-redexes) are turned into non-erasing ones
(I-redexes). In our formalism, the reduction rules β¯ themselves are non-erasing, but, and
most importantly, the use of the new reductions is diﬀerent: Klop uses the non-erasing
reductions to prove that WN for β¯ implies SN for β, while we are interested in proving
SN for β¯ itself. We could have used Klop’s ideas to prove SN for β¯ via WN for β¯, but we
will instead prove SN for β¯ directly, because it is shorter.
The last three reduction rules for λ→〈〉 make sure that a 〈−〉 pair can move up through
the term structure and disappear – as long as the term does not contain abstractions.
Put another way, applications can be moved under a 〈−〉. We make this explicit via the
following deﬁnition of λ→〈〉-context and lemma.
Deﬁnition 4.7. A λ→〈〉 context is given by the following abstract syntax K[−].
K[−] := [−] | T〈〉K[−] | K[−]T〈〉 .
So a λ→〈〉 context is a λ→〈〉-term consisting only of applications (no abstractions) with
one open place. The following lemma is immediate by induction on K[−].
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Lemma 4.8. For all λ→〈〉 contexts K[−] and λ→〈〉-terms M,N1, . . . , Nk
K[〈M,N1, . . . , Nk〉] −−>−>β¯〈K[M], N1, . . . , Nk〉 .
We now give an interpretation 〈[−]〉 of deduction graphs as λ→〈〉-terms and show that
a cut-elimination step for graph deductions is mimicked by a (non-empty) β¯-reduction.
Then we show that β¯-reduction is strongly normalising and conclude that cut-elimination
for deduction graphs is strongly normalising.
Deﬁnition 4.9. Given a deduction graph G and a node n in G, we deﬁne the λ-term 〈[G, n]〉
as follows (by induction on the number of nodes of G):
A If (n, A) has no outgoing edges, 〈[G, n]〉 := xAn .
E If (n, B) −− (m,A→B), and (n, B) −− (p, A), deﬁne 〈[G, n]〉 := 〈[G,m]〉 〈[G, p]〉.
R If (n, A) −− (m,A), deﬁne 〈[G, n]〉 := 〈[G,m]〉.
I If (n, A→B) is a box-node with (n, A→B) −− (j, B), the free nodes of the box are
n1, . . . , nk and the nodes without incoming edges inside the box are m1, . . . , mt, then
〈[G, n]〉 := λx:A.〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x] .
The interpretation 〈[G]〉 of the deduction graph G is deﬁned as 〈〈[G, r1]〉, . . . , 〈[G, rl]〉〉, where
r1, . . . , rl are the top-level nodes without incoming edges in the deduction graph G.
Lemma 4.10 (Cut-elimination is β¯-reduction in λ→〈〉). If G−−>cutG′, then 〈[G]〉 −−>−>+β¯ 〈[G′]〉.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of G. Note that if G′ is obtained
from G via a repeat-elimination step, an unsharing step or an incorporation step, then
〈[G]〉 ≡p 〈[G′]〉. If G′ is obtained from G by contracting a safe cut, say with (p, B) being the
conclusion of the →-E, then 〈[G, p]〉 is a subterm of 〈[G]〉, possibly several times. Looking
at the subterm 〈[G, p]〉, we observe the following (bear Figure 9 in mind):
〈[G, p]〉 ≡ 〈[G, n]〉〈[G,m]〉
≡ (λx:A.〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x])〈[G,m]〉
−−>β¯ 〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := 〈[G,m]〉, . . . , xnk := 〈[G,m]〉]
≡ 〈〈[G′, p]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉∗, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉∗〉
where the superscript ∗ denotes the substitution
[xn1 := 〈[G,m]〉, . . . , xnk := 〈[G,m]〉] .
This is the case where
x ∈ FV(〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x]) ,
that is, where the discharge is non-empty.
For the case where
x /∈ FV(〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x])
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(an empty discharge), we ﬁnd
〈[G, p]〉 ≡ 〈[G, n]〉〈[G,m]〉
≡ (λx:A.〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉[xn1 := x, . . . , xnk := x])〈[G,m]〉
−−>β¯ 〈〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉〉, 〈[G,m]〉〉
−−>β¯ 〈〈[G, j]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉, 〈[G,m]〉〉
≡ 〈〈[G′, p]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉, 〈[G,m]〉〉 .
If we look at 〈[G, p]〉 as a subterm of 〈[G]〉, we ﬁrst note that it occurs as a subterm of
a 〈. . . , . . .〉 expression as follows: 〈[G]〉 = 〈. . . , K[〈[G, p]〉], . . .〉.
In a cut-elimination, the box is being removed and the nodes m1, . . . , mt are moved one
level up (in terms of depth), thus we ﬁnd, for the case where the discharge is not empty,
〈[G]〉 ≡ 〈. . . , K[〈[G, p]〉], . . .〉
−−>−>+
β¯
〈. . . , K[〈〈[G′, p]〉, 〈[G,m1]〉∗, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉∗〉], . . .〉
−−>−>β¯ 〈. . . , 〈K[〈[G′, p]〉], 〈[G,m1]〉∗, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉∗〉, . . .〉
−−>β¯ 〈. . . , K[〈[G′, p]〉], 〈[G,m1]〉∗, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉∗, . . .〉
≡p 〈[G′]〉 .
For the case where the discharge is empty, we ﬁnd, in a similar way,
〈[G]〉 −−>−>+
β¯
〈. . . , K[〈[G′, p]〉], 〈[G,m1]〉, . . . , 〈[G,mt]〉, 〈[G,m]〉, . . .〉
≡p 〈[G′]〉 .
We now prove strong normalisation of −−>β¯ . The proof uses an adaptation of the
standard method of saturated sets. We interpret types as sets of (strongly normalising,
not necessarily well-typed) terms and show that this interpretation is sound. All types will
be interpreted as a so-called saturated set.
Deﬁnition 4.11. A set X of λ→〈〉-terms is called saturated if:
— X ⊂ SNβ¯ .
— 〈xP ,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ X (if k = 0, this is xP ) for all variables x and all P1, . . . , Pl ,
N1, . . . , Nk ∈ SNβ¯ , where P = P1 . . . Pl .
— If M[x := N]P ∈ X, then (λx:A.M)NP ∈ X, if N ∈ SNβ¯ .
— If M ∈ X, then 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉 ∈ X, if P1, . . . , Pk ∈ SNβ¯ .
— If 〈MN,P1, . . . , Pk〉R ∈ X, then 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉NR ∈ X.
We now give a (sound) interpretation of types as saturated sets.
Deﬁnition 4.12. The interpretation of types as saturated sets V(−) is deﬁned as follows:
— V(α) := SNβ¯ .
— V(A→B) := {M | ∀N ∈ V(A)(MN ∈ V(B))}.
Lemma 4.13. For all types A, V(A) is a saturated set.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on A. If A is a variable α, V(α) = SNβ¯ , so we have
to check that SNβ¯ is a saturated set. This is easily checked by verifying that the closure
conditions all hold for SNβ¯ . For arrow types we proceed by induction on the structure
of types. So, supposing that V(A) and V(B) are saturated, we have to verify the closure
conditions for saturated sets for V(A→B).
— V(A→B) is obviously a subset of SNβ¯ (given that V(B) ⊂ SNβ¯ and V(A) =).
— 〈xP ,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ V(A→B) for all variables x and all P1, . . . , Pl , N1, . . . , Nk ∈ SNβ¯ ,
where P = P1 . . . Pl , because for all Q ∈ V(A) we have 〈xPQ,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ V(B) and
thus 〈xP ,N1, . . . , Nk〉Q ∈ V(B). So 〈xP ,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ V(A→B).
— Suppose M[x := N]P ∈ V(A→B). Then for all Q ∈ V(A), we have M[x := N]PQ ∈
V(B). So (λx:A.M)NPQ ∈ V(B), and thus (λx:A.M)NP ∈ V(A→B).
— Suppose M ∈ V(A→B). Then for all Q ∈ V(A), we have MQ ∈ V(B). So for all
Q ∈ V(A) and for all N1, . . . , Nk ∈ SNβ¯ , we have 〈MQ,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ V(A). Hence, for
all Q ∈ V(A) and for all N1, . . . , Nk ∈ SNβ¯ , we have 〈M,N1, . . . , Nk〉Q ∈ V(A). We can
then conclude that for all N1, . . . , Nk ∈ SNβ¯ , we have 〈M,N1, . . . , Nk〉 ∈ V(A→B).
— Suppose 〈MN,P1, . . . , Pk〉R ∈ V(A→B). Then for all Q ∈ V(A), we have that
〈MN,P1, . . . , Pk〉RQ ∈ V(B). So for all Q ∈ V(A), we have 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉NRQ ∈ V(B)
and can conclude that 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉NR ∈ V(A→B).
Lemma 4.14 (Soundness of V(−)). If x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An  M : B in λ→〈〉 and N1 ∈
V(A1), . . . Nn ∈ V(An), then M[x1 := N1, . . . , xn := Nn] ∈ V(B).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation. All cases are straightforward; as
an illustration we just treat two. For simplicity we just use M∗ to denote M[x1 :=
N1, . . . , xn := Nn].
abs In this case, Γ  λx:A.M : A→B was derived from Γ, x:A  M : B. As IH we have
∀Q ∈ V(A)(M∗[x := Q] ∈ V(B)). One of the closure conditions of saturated sets
then says that ∀Q ∈ V(A)((λx:A.M∗)Q ∈ V(B)), so λx:A.M∗ ∈ V(A→B).
〈−, . . .〉 In this case, Γ  〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉 : A was derived from Γ  M : A and Γ  P1 : B1,
. . . , Γ  Pk : Bk . As IH we have M∗ ∈ V(A) and P ∗i ∈ V(Bi) for 1  i  k (and
thus P ∗i ∈ SNβ¯ for 1  i  k). One of the closure conditions of saturated sets then
says that 〈M,P1, . . . , Pk〉∗ ∈ V(A).
Corollary 4.15. β¯-reduction is strongly normalising for λ→〈〉, so cut-elimination is termin-
ating for deduction graphs.
Proof. Taking Ni := xi in the Lemma, we ﬁnd that M ∈ B ⊂ SNβ¯ , so M is
strongly normalising. Hence cut-elimination is terminating for deduction graphs because
of Lemma 4.10.
5. Computational content: from deduction graphs to λ+ let-contexts
As stated in Lemma 4.2, the mapping [[−]] from deduction graphs to λ-terms does not
reﬂect the structure of the deduction graph very well: it may ignore parts and does
not reﬂect sharing in the term. The mapping 〈[−]〉 does a bit better, as all parts of the
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deduction graph are reﬂected in the term, but it also introduces duplications because the
sharing is not reﬂected. We would like a term to show:
— The structure of the whole graph G, and not just the part that is relevant for some
node n. This would be useful in the case of, for example, an →-E rule, where we want
to combine two parts of an existing graph.
— Which parts of G are shared.
— Which parts of G are repeated.
— How boxes are positioned with respect to each other.
To get a more faithful term-representation of deduction graphs, we deﬁne a mapping
to a context calculus with let-expressions. As we want to represent the whole graph, we
cannot take one node as a ‘focus’ and deﬁne the translation from there (as we did for [[−]]
in Deﬁnition 4.1). A context is a term with a ‘hole’, that is, an open place where we can
ﬁll in a term. If we ﬁll in xn (where n is a top-level node of G), we get the interpretation
of G as a term in node n.
The translation from deduction graphs to contexts is a bit involved, as are the reduction
rules on contexts that correspond to the reduction rules on deduction graphs. This is to
be expected, because we want to represent a graph faithfully as an expression. On the
other hand, this translation to contexts also clariﬁes a couple of things. First, it clariﬁes
the translation 〈[−]〉 to simply typed terms, as it can be factored through the translation to
contexts, which we will now deﬁne (this is made precise in Appendix A). Furthermore, the
translation to contexts clariﬁes the connection with let calculi, for example, see Maraist et
al. (1998). Our contexts have ‘let declarations’ of the form let x = P inQ, which are used
to represent the sharing. (These let declarations act as an explicit substitution, where P is
to be substituted for x in Q.) The reduction rules on our contexts show how the reduction
rules on deduction graphs can be understood as an explicit substitution calculus.
Before giving the interpretation, we will make the λ→Clet -calculus precise. We ﬁrst
deﬁne the set of expressions and the operation of ﬁlling holes, and then we deﬁne the
subset of terms and contexts.
Deﬁnition 5.1. The syntactic domain of expressions is
Expressions E := x | (xy) | [−] | let x = E inE | λx:A.E .
Deﬁnition 5.2. For every two expressions E1 and E2 we deﬁne E1[E2], ﬁlling the holes of
E1 with E2, as follows:
x[E] := x (let x = F inG)[E] := let x = (F[E]) in (G[E])
xy[E] := xy (λx.F)[E] := λx.(F[E])
[−][E] := E
where E, F and G are expressions.
Deﬁnition 5.3. The calculus of contexts λ→Clet is deﬁned as follows. Types are the simple
types, Typ. The syntactic domains are
Terms T := x | (xy) | λx:A.C[y] Contexts C := [−] | let x = T inC .
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A context C has exactly one ‘hole’, [−]. We sometimes write C[−] to emphasise this. In
the syntax for Terms, C[y] denotes the ﬁlling of the unique hole in C with y.
Typing rules for terms and contexts. As usual, Γ is the environment consisting of term
variable declarations: x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An, where all the xi are distinct. In addition, we
have a let-environment ∆, which denotes the sequence of typed let-bound variables that
surrounds a context-hole. There are two judgments Γ  M : A (the term M is of type A)
and Γ;∆  C (C is a well-formed context).
Γ;<> [−] Γ  T : A Γ, x:A; ∆  C let -rule
Γ; x:A,∆  let x = T inC
Γ  x : A if (x:A) ∈ Γ Γ, x:A; ∆  C λ-rule if (y:B) ∈ ∆
Γ  λx:A.C[y] : A→B
Γ  x : A→B Γ  y : A
app-rule
Γ  xy : B
We now list some properties that will help to give an intuitive understanding of the
λ→Clet -calculus. The proofs are by a straightforward induction on the derivation.
Lemma 5.4.
1 Shape of well-formed contexts – If Γ; x1:A1, . . . , xn:An  C[−], then C[−] ≡ let x1 =
t1 in . . . let xn = tn in [−] with Γ  ti : Ai (for 1  i  n).
2 Substitution of variables – If Γ, x : A,Γ′; ∆  C[−] and y:A ∈ Γ,Γ′, then Γ,Γ′; ∆ 
C[−][x := y], and similarly for terms.
3 Substitution of contexts – If Γ; ∆  C[−] and Γ,∆;Θ  D[−], then Γ;∆,Θ  C[D[−]].
Deﬁnition 5.5. Given a deduction graph G and a box-topological ordering ϕ of G, we
deﬁne a context in λ→Clet 〈G〉ϕ as follows using induction on the number of nodes and
boxes of G.
— If |G| = 1 (G has only one node),
〈G〉ϕ = [−] .
— If |G| > 1 and the ϕ-maximal element, say n, is an A-node,
〈G〉ϕ = 〈G \ n〉ϕ|G\n .
— If the ϕ-maximal element, say n, is an I-node with (n, A→B) −− (j, B) with associated
box B, then
〈G〉ϕ = 〈G \ B〉ϕ|G\B [let xn = (λxm:A.〈Bm〉ϕ|Bm [xj]) in [−]]
where ϕ|Bm is ϕ|B with some extra minimal elements.
— If the ϕ-maximal element, say n, is an E-node with (n, B)−−(i, A→B) and (n, B)−−(j, A),
then
〈G〉ϕ := 〈G \ n〉ϕ|G\n[let xn = (xixj) in [−]] .
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— If the ϕ-maximal element, say n, is an R-node with n −− l, then
〈G〉ϕ = 〈G \ n〉ϕ|G\n[let xn = xl in [−]] .
This translation ‘turns the structure inside out’: the variables corresponding to nodes that
are ﬁrst reached from the maximal node will be deepest in the term.
Example 5.6. As an example, we give the associated contexts in λ→Clet for the three
simple deduction graphs of Figure 4. Note that in example III, where ‘garbage’ occurs
inside a box, the let x3 = . . . declaration corresponds to the piece of ‘garbage’. This
declaration is under the λ-abstraction (λxp:B. . . .).
The translations of the deduction graphs of Figure 4 together with their contexts are:
I <>; x2 : A→A let x2 = (λxm:A.let x1 = xm in x1) in [−].
II x1 : B; x3 : A→B let x3 = (λxm:A.let x2 = x1 in x2) in [−].
III <>; x5 : B→B let x5 = (λxp:B.let x1 = xp in let x4 = x1 in
let x3 = (λxm:A.let x2 = x1 in x2) in x4) in [−].
Lemma 5.7 (Soundness of 〈−〉). If G is a deduction graph and ϕ is a box-topological
ordering on G, then
Γ;∆  〈G〉ϕ,
where Γ = x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An with (1, A1), . . . , (n, An) the free nodes of G, and ∆ = yk :
Bk, . . . , yk+m : Bk+m with (k, Bk), . . . , (k + m,Bk+m) the non-free top nodes of G. So the
interpretation of G as a λ→Clet context yields a well-formed context indeed.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the deﬁnition of 〈G〉ϕ, using the substitution
property for contexts (Lemma 5.4 (3)).
Example 5.8. As an example, we give the interpretations of the deduction graphs in Figure
5 (G) and Figure 13 (G′), including the contexts they are well-formed in. We assume that
〈H〉= C[−] in the context Γ; ∆.
〈G〉 = let x6 = (λx:A.let x1 = x, x2 = x, x4 = (x3x2), x5 = (x4x1) in x5) in
C[let x8 = (x6x7) in [−]]
in context Γ ∪ x3:A→A→B; ∆ ∪ x7:(A→B)→A, x6:A→B, x8:B
〈G′〉 = let x6 = (λx:A.let x1 = x, x2 = x, x4 = (x3x2), x5 = (x4x1) in x5) in
let x8 = (x7x6) in let x9 = (x6x8) in [−]
in context x3:A→A→B, x7:(A→B)→A; x6:A→B, x8:A, x9:B
Note that the let-environment ∆ only plays a role in restricting the variables that we
are allowed to ‘plug in’ the context when forming a λ-abstraction.
If we view the context 〈G〉 as a representation of the complete deduction graph, we can
obtain the ‘interpretation of G at node i’ by plugging xi into 〈G〉, for i any top-level node
of G. So, for xi any top-level variable (that is, any variable of Γ ∪ ∆), we have 〈G〉[xi] is
the interpretation of G at node i. Note that 〈G〉[xi] belongs to another domain and is not
a well-typed term according to Deﬁnition 5.3. If we reduce 〈G〉[xi] by contracting (only)
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all let-redexes, we obtain the λ-term [[G, i]] of Deﬁnition 4.1. The connections are spelled
out in detail in Appendix A; here we just describe the situation in the diagram
DGs
[[−, i]] λ→
C
〈−〉

xi
 E¯
N

Here, DGs stands for the collection of deduction graphs and E¯ is the collection of
expressions of the simply typed lambda calculus with let , of which λ→ is an obvious
subset. N is the function that contracts all let-redexes (so a let x := P in is replaced by
a substitution). The map indicated by xi substitutes the variable xi in the hole of the
context. The diagram states that if G is a deduction graph with top-level node i, then
N(〈G〉[xi]) ≡ [[G, i]] .
One can recognise separate parts of the cut-elimination process in the translation 〈G〉.
We now deﬁne a reduction relation on λ→Clet -contexts that captures cut-elimination on
deduction graphs.
Deﬁnition 5.9. We deﬁne the free variables of expressions E, FV(E), as follows:
FV(x) := {x} FV(let x = E1 inE2) := FV(E1) ∪ (FV(E2) \ {x})
FV(xy) := {x, y} FV(λx.E) := FV(E) \ {x}
FV([−]) :=  .
Deﬁnition 5.10. We deﬁne the following (conditional) rewrite rules for expressions.
let x = λz:A.D[y] in let p = (xq) inE −−>B D[z := q][let p = y inE]
if D a context,x /∈ FV(E)
let x = P in let y = λz.Q inE −−>CM let y = λz.(let x = P inQ) inE
if x /∈ FV(E)
let x = P inE[y := x] −−>CP let y = P in let x = P inE
if x, y ∈ FV(E)
let y = x inE −−>L E[y := x] if E = C[y]
for any context C
let x = P in let y = Q inE  let y = Q in let x = P inE
if x /∈ FV(Q), y /∈ FV(P ) .
We extend the rewrite rules to a reduction relation on expressions by taking the
contextual closure, thus, if E −−>BE ′,
λx:A.E −−>B λx:A.E ′
let x = T inE −−>B let x = T inE ′
let x = E inT −−>B let x = E ′ inT .
And smilarly for the other rewrite rules and for .
We write −−>let for the union of these reduction rules.
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Remark 5.11. Note that the contextual closure of the rewrite rules that we used in the
previous deﬁnition takes side conditions concerning the free variables into account.
As a consequence, it may happen that C[−]−−>BD[−] but not λu:B.C[x]−−>Bλu:B.D[x],
because x /∈ FV(C[−]), which allows C[−] to reduce, but λu:B.C[x] is not allowed to
reduce because x ∈ FV(C[x]). This situation occurs, for example, in the term
t := λu:B.(let x = (λz:A.z) in let p = (xq) in x).
The context C[−] = let x = (λz:A.z) in let p = (xq) in [−] can be reduced, but the term
t := λu:B.C[x] cannot (and rightly so).
Conversely, it may happen that λu:B.C[x] −−>CPλu:B.D[x], but not C[−] −−>CPD[−],
because x /∈ FV(C[−]), which prevents the reduction of C[−], but x, y ∈ FV(C[x]), which
allows the reduction of λu:B.C[x]. This situation occurs, for example, in the term
t := λu:B.let x = x1x2 in let x3 = x4x in x,
which CP -reduces to λu:B.let y = x1x2 in let x = x1x2 in let x3 = x4y in x, while the context
let x = x1x2 in let x3 = x4x in [−] does not reduce (and rightly so).
We now want to show that the well-formed terms and contexts are closed under
reduction. Under reduction, a context may get transformed quite a bit, with the result
that the ∆ in which the context is typable has to be transformed. We now ‘ﬁx’ a context
in which a context is well formed.
Deﬁnition 5.12. Let C = let x1 = t1 in . . . let xn = tn in [−] be a well-formed context in
Γ;∆ and let T be a well-formed term in Γ. The let-context of C is x1:A1, . . . , xn:An, where
Ai is the type of xi in ∆. We use ∆
C to denote the let-context of C .
Lemma 5.13 (Subject reduction). The sets of well-formed contexts and well-typed terms
are closed under reduction: if Γ; ∆  C and C −−>letD, then Γ;∆D  D, and if Γ  M : A
and M −−>letN, then Γ  N : A.
See Appendix B for a proof.
We now relate the transformations of deduction graphs to the rewrite rules of the
calculus.
Lemma 5.14. If G is a deduction graph and ϕ and ψ are both box-topological orderings
of G, then
〈G〉ϕ  〈G〉ψ .
See Appendix C for the proof.
This lemma shows that 〈G〉ϕ is independent of the box-topological ordering ϕ, up to
the equivalence deﬁned in Deﬁnition 5.10. It allows us to speak of 〈G〉 and leave the
box-topological ordering unspeciﬁed if we consider terms modulo .
Lemma 5.15. Let G and G′ be two deduction graphs.
1 If G′ is obtained from G by an unsharing step, then 〈G〉−−>CP 〈G′〉.
2 If G′ is obtained from G by an incorporation step, then 〈G〉−−>CM〈G′〉.
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3 If G′ is obtained from G by a repeat eliminating step, then 〈G〉−−>L〈G′〉.
4 If G′ is obtained from G by eliminating a safe cut, then 〈G〉−−>B〈G′〉.
See Appendix D for a proof.
6. Future work
6.1. Relation to proof nets
Deduction graphs, like proof nets of multiplicative exponential linear logic (MELL)
(Girard 1987), have boxes. And just as in proof nets, these border a part of the graph
that is aﬀected by a non-local operation, so it is an interesting question whether the
similarities go beyond the (superﬁcial) fact that both have boxes. It should be pointed
out that the boxes serve a diﬀerent non-local purpose in the two systems: in deduction
graphs it is the ‘discharging’ of a hypothesis; in proof nets it is the ‘resource-sensitivity’
of the terminal nodes. So the correspondence is not at all immediate. When we compare
transformations that are involved in cut-elimination, however, the similarities between
these two formalisms seem to extend to this area too.
Let us recall the formulas and construction of proof nets of MELL. We start with a
set ATOM of atomic formulas, together with the linear negation ⊥ : ATOM → ATOM and
postulate that A⊥⊥ = A for every A ∈ ATOM. The formulas are given by the following
grammar:
F ::= A | F ⊗ F | F &F | !F | ?F
where A ∈ ATOM. The linear negation is now extended to the set of all formulas as
follows:
(?A)⊥ = !(A⊥) (A ⊗ B)⊥ = A⊥ &B⊥
(!A)⊥ = ?(A⊥) (A &B)⊥ = A⊥ ⊗ B⊥ .
For the deﬁnition of proof nets, we have the ‘natural deduction’ counterpart of linear
logic derivations, which are usually given in sequent form, see Figure 18. Note particularly
the Contraction rule, which expresses sharing. Note also that there is a Cut rule. So cut-
elimination in proof nets expresses the redundancy of this rule by giving a procedure for
eliminating all occurrences of this rule from a proof net. In contrast, in deduction graphs
cut-elimination states that we can get rid of a situation where we have an introduction
rule immediately followed by an elimination rule.
We follow Girard (1987) in the deﬁnition of the transformations on proof nets – see
Figures 19–24. So the c-b rule duplicates a box, just like the unsharing rule on deduction
graphs; the b-b rule absorbs one box into another, like the incorporation rule; the d-b
rule opens a box, which is similar to what happens during the elimination of a safe cut
in deduction graphs; the Ax-cut rule removes the repetition of a formula, like the repeat
elimination rule.
There is, however, one diﬀerence that causes diﬃculties in making this connection
concrete: sharing is implicit in deduction graphs, but explicit in proof nets. A distinction
between deduction graphs and other graph formalisms, such as proof nets (but also
bigraphs (Milner 2004), sharing graphs (Asperti and Guerrini 1998) and interaction nets
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Fig. 18. Proof nets.
Fig. 19. The Ax-cut rule.
Fig. 20. The
&
– ⊗ rule.
Fig. 21. The w-b rule.
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Fig. 22. The d-b rule.
Fig. 23. The c-b rule.
Fig. 24. The b-b rule.
(Lafont 1990)), is that nodes in the latter have a ﬁxed arity, whereas nodes in the former do
not. Sharing in deduction graphs is expressed by having more than one incoming edge. In
proof nets, sharing is explicit and is done via a special type of node, the contraction node.
Moreover, contractions can only be performed on formulas of a certain shape (?A). This
diﬀerence emphasises the fact that deduction graphs are meant for resource-insensitive
propositional logic and are not a way to depict resource-sensitive linear logic proofs. In
natural deduction formalisms, even in ones like Fitch style ﬂag deductions that do have
a notion of sharing, there is no explicit construct to express it. An advantage of the fact
that deduction graphs do not have explicit sharing is that many subgraphs that naturally
arise when reasoning about deduction graphs, like Gn of Deﬁnition 2.13, are themselves
deduction graphs.
To better understand the relation between deduction graphs and proof nets, it would
be interesting to study deduction graphs with an explicit sharing construction and its
behaviour under cut-elimination. Correspondingly, we would like to formulate a λ→Clet -
calculus with explicit contractions (see Kesner and Lengrand (2005) for a calculus with
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explicit contractions). From these enriched structures, the similarities shared with proof
nets should be made concrete. Then we could also investigate the meaning of the process
of cut-elimination on deduction graphs (Deﬁnition 3.11) on the proof net side.
6.2. Other future work
In the present paper we prove the termination of cut-elimination in deduction graphs
by a translation to an adapted simply typed λ-calculus. This is a bit ad hoc. The other
reduction preserving map that we have deﬁned maps deduction graphs to contexts in
λ→Clet , which is a more faithful translation (in terms of preserving the structure). One
might expect to be able to prove termination of cut-elimination by proving termination
of −−>let in λ→Clet . However, the −−>let-reduction rules are quite complicated and do not
lend themselves very well to a detailed analysis. It would be interesting to see whether we
can prove SN for the −−>let-reduction rules (or an appropriate restriction or a variant of
them) and conclude termination of cut-elimination from that.
Another interesting issue is to study the ﬂexibility of the notion of a deduction graph.
For example: does it generalise easily to full propositional logic and predicate logic?
what if we allow, for example, overlapping boxes? or what if we use a variant of natural
deduction with a sequent notation? Preliminary studies show that it is easy to extend
deduction graphs to full propositional logic.
The Curry–Howard isomorphism reveals a deep connection between deduction and
computation, where the notions of cut-elimination and β-reduction are the central issues.
We have studied the notion of cut-elimination for deduction graphs here. From this point
there are many potentially interesting links to the research ﬁelds of term-graph reduction
(for implementing functional programs), optimal λ-reduction (for making optimal use of
sharing) and interaction nets (which provide a very basic graphical computational model).
Finally, deductions are static objects, which can be (proof) checked for correctness.
The process of constructing a proof (deduction) deals with unﬁnished deductions that are
built up in a mix of forward and backward (goal-directed) steps. It would be interesting
to understand the notion of an ‘open’ (unﬁnished) deduction graph.
Appendix A. Connection between 〈G〉[xi] and [[G, i]]
We want to give a formal statement of the connection between [[−,−]] and 〈−〉 as already
mentioned in Section 5. That is, we want to prove that the following diagram commutes:
for i a top-level node of a deduction graph G, we want to prove that N(〈G〉[xi]) = [[Gi, i]],
where N is the function that contracts let-redexes:
DGs
[[−, i]] λ→
C
〈−〉

xi
 E¯
N

We will now make the ingredients of this diagram precise.
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To capture both simply typed terms and terms of the form C[x], where Γ; ∆  C and
x ∈ Γ ∪ ∆, we consider the following syntactic domain of λ-let-expressions:
E¯ := x | (E¯E¯) | let x = E¯ in E¯ | λx:A.E¯ .
Deﬁnition A.1. We deﬁne the following typing rules for λ-let-terms:
Γ l T : A Γ, x:A l S:B
let l-rule
Γ l let x = T in S:B
Γ l x : A if (x:A) ∈ Γ
Γ, x:A l T
λl-rule
Γ l λx:A.T : A→B
Γ l T : A→B Γ l S : A
appl-rule .
Γ l TS : B
Lemma A.2.
1 If Γ  M:A, then Γ l M:A.
2 If Γ; ∆  C and x:A ∈ Γ ∪ ∆, then Γ l C[x]:A.
Proof.
— If ∆ =<> and C = [−], then for x ∈ Γ ∪ ∆, we have Γ l x:A.
— If M = x and x:A ∈ Γ, then Γ l x:A.
— If Γ  x:A→B and Γ  y:A, then, by induction, Γ l x:A→B and Γ l y:A, so by the
appl-rule, we get Γ l xy:B.
— If Γ  T :A and Γ, x:A; ∆  C and y:B ∈ Γ ∪ ∆, x:A, then, by induction, Γ l T :A and
Γ, x:A l C[y]:B, so by the let l-rule, we get Γ l let x = T inC[y]:B.
— If Γ, x:A; ∆  C and y:B ∈ ∆, then, by induction, Γ, x:A l C[y]:B, so, by the λl-rule,
we get Γ l λx:A.C[y]:B.
Deﬁnition A.3. We deﬁne the reduction rule −−>llet as the contextual closure of the
following rewrite rule on λ-let-terms:
let x = T in S −−>llet S[x := T ] .
Lemma A.4 (Substitution). If Γ, x:A l T :B and Γ l S:A, then Γ l T [x := S].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of T .
Lemma A.5 (Subject reduction). If Γ l T and T −−>lletT ′, then Γ l T ′.
Proof. Suppose Γ l let x = T in S:B. Then Γ l T :A and Γ, x:A l S:B. Hence, by
substitution, Γ,Γ l [x := S], which is Γ l T [x := S].
Lemma A.6. The reduction −−>llet is strongly normalising and conﬂuent.
Proof. We make a map I from λ-let-terms to terms of the simply typed λ-calculus as
follows: I(let x = T in S) = (λx:A.I(S)) I(T ), and I is the identity on all other terms. Then,
if T −−>lletT ′, we have I(T ) −−>βI(T ′). Because −−>β-reduction is strongly-normalising,
−−>llet -reduction is also. Noting that −−>llet is weakly conﬂuent, we are done.
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We will write N(T ) for the llet -normal form of T and let C be a well-formed context.
We use the following properties:
1 If (C[xn xm]) is a well-typed λ-let-term, then
N(C[xn xm]) = (N(C[xn]) N(C[xm])) .
2 If (C[λx.D]) is a well-typed λ-let-term, then
N(C[λx.D]) = λx.N(C[D]) .
Deﬁnition A.7. Let G be a deduction graph with free nodes (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A). Then
Gm,n1 ,...,nk is the graph consisting of G, a new node (m,A) and edges n1 −− m, . . . , nk −− m.
Lemma A.8. Let G be a deduction graph with free nodes (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A). Then G
m,n1 ,...,nk
is a deduction graph.
Lemma A.9. Let G be a deduction graph. If (n, A→B) is a box-node with (n, A→B)−−(j, B)
and the A-nodes of the box are (n1, A), . . . , (nk, A), then
[[G, n]] = λxm:A.[[G
m,n1 ,...,nk
j , j]] .
Lemma A.10 (Gluing lemma). Let G and F be deduction graphs such that for some free
nodes (n, A) of F there exists a node (n, A) in G on top-level. Let H = G ∪ F (so the free
nodes of F and the corresponding nodes of G have been identiﬁed). Then
〈H〉= 〈G〉[〈F〉] .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of non-A-nodes of F . Suppose F has
only A-nodes. Then
〈H〉= 〈G〉= 〈G〉[−] = 〈G〉[〈F〉] .
Suppose F has k+1 non-A-nodes. Then we can choose the maximal node of H to be one
of them, say r. Then
〈H〉 = 〈H \ r〉[let xr = P in [−]]
= (〈G〉[〈F \ r〉])[let xr = P in [−]]
= 〈G〉([〈F \ r〉][let xr = P in [−]])
= 〈G〉[〈F〉] .
Theorem A.11. Let G be a deduction graph and i be a top-level node of G. Then
N(〈G〉[xi]) = [[Gi, i]] .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that i is a maximal node.
A If i is an A-node, then xi is not let -bound in 〈G〉, so N〈G〉[xi] ≡ xi ≡ [[Gi, i]].
R If i is an R-node, say i −− n for some node n, then
N(〈G〉[xi]) = N(〈G \ i〉[let xi = xn in xi])
= N(〈G \ i〉[xn])
= [[Gn, n]]
= [[Gi, i]] .
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E If i is an E-node, say (i, B) −− (n, A→B) and (i, B)→(m,A), then
N(〈G〉[xi]) = N(〈G \ i〉[let xi = (xn xm) in xi])
= N(〈G \ i〉[(xn xm)])
= (N(〈G \ i〉[xn] N(〈G \ i〉[xm])
= ([[Gn, n]] [[Gm,m]])
= [[Gi, i]] .
I If i is an I-node, say (i, A→B) −− (j, B), with associated box B, then
N(〈G〉[xi]) = N(〈G \ i〉[let xi = λxm:A.〈Bm〉[xj] in xi]) (1)
= N(〈G \ i〉[λxm:A.〈Bm〉[xj]]) (2)
= λxm:A.N(〈G \ i〉[〈Bm〉[xj]]) (3)
= λxm:A.N(〈Gm,y1 ,...,yk \ i〉[xj]) (4)
= λxm:A.[[(G
m,y1 ,...,yk \ i)j , j]] (5)
= [[Gi, i]] . (6)
We use Lemma A.10 to go from (3) to (4) and Lemma A.9 to go from (5) to (6).
Appendix B. Subject reduction
Lemma 5.13 (Subject reduction). If Γ; ∆  C and C −−>letD, then Γ;∆D  D. If Γ  M : A
and M −−>letN, then Γ  N : A.
To prove the SR property, it is convenient to change the typing rules a little, by adding
a typing for the subexpresion C[y] (which is not well-typed in λ→Clet ). Thus, we change
the λ-rule into the ﬁll-rule and the abs-rule:
Γ; ∆  C
ﬁll-rule if (y:B) ∈ ∆
Γ  C[y] : B
Γ, x:A  t : B
abs-rule if (t = C[y]) .
Γ  λx:A.t : A→B
If we call the new systems λ→Clet + and use + to denote derivability in this system,
we see immediately that
Γ; ∆ + C ⇔ Γ;∆  C
Γ + t : A ⇐ Γ  t : A
Γ + t : A ∧ t = C[y] ⇒ Γ  t : A .
We will now prove SR for λ→Clet + and conclude SR for λ→Clet by observing that if
Γ  t : A and t −−>letq, then q = C[y].
Proof of SR for λ→Clet +. We use induction on the structure of the expression,
distinguishing cases according to the reduction rule. We use some additional meta-
theoretic properties of λ→Clet + (apart from the ones already listed for λ→Clet in
Section 5, which also hold for λ→Clet +). The most important ones are:
— Weakening – If Γ; ∆ + C and Γ ⊆ Γ′, then Γ′; ∆ + C , and similarly for terms.
— Strengthening – If Γ; ∆ + C , then ΓFV(C); ∆ + C , and similarly for terms.
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— Generation – A well-formed context or a well-typed term can only have been created
in one way (see the derivation rules).
For the proof of SR, there are 4 base cases, where −−>B , −−>CM , −−>CP or −−>L is
applied to a context on the ‘top level’. Then there are 4 contextual closure cases:
1 λx:A.P −−>λx:A.P ′, because P −−>P ′; this case is easy.
2 let x = P inC −−>letx = P ′ inC , because P −−>P ′; this case is also easy.
3 let x = P inC −−>letx = P inC ′, because C −−>C ′; this case is also easy.
4 C[v] −−>D[w]. This can be caused by a reduction in C[v] on the ‘top level’: this is
the interesting case, which will be treated below. If C[v] = let x1 = P1 . . . let xn =
Pn in v −−>D[w] because Pi −−>P ′i , we can then easily conclude by induction.
We ﬁrst consider the base cases where −−>B or −−>CM is applied to a context on the
‘top level’. Below we use ∆x,y to denote ∆ with the declarations of x and y removed.
— The −−>B case:
let x = λz:A.D[y] in let p = xq inC −−>BD[z := q][let p = y inC],
where x /∈ FV(C). We ﬁnd that:
1 Γ, z:A; ∆D + D and q:A ∈ Γ and y:E ∈ ∆D , therefore Γ; ∆D + D[z := q].
2 Γ, x:A→E, p:E; ∆x,p + C , so Γ, p:E; ∆x,p + C because x /∈ FV(C).
From the second we conclude that Γ, y:E, p:E; ∆x,p + C , so
Γ, y:E; p:E,∆x,p + let p = y inC .
From this, using context substitution and the ﬁrst, we derive
Γ; ∆D, p:E,∆x,p + D[z := q][let p = y inC] .
— The −−>CM case:
let x = P in let y = λz.D[q] inC −−>CM let y = λz.(let x = P inD[q]) inC,
where x /∈ FV(C). We ﬁnd that:
1 Γ, x:A, y:B→E; ∆x,y + C , so Γ, y:B→E; ∆x,y + C because x /∈ FV(C).
2 Γ, x:A, z:B; ∆D + D with q : E ∈ ∆D , so Γ, z:B, x:A; ∆D + D.
3 Γ + P : A, so Γ, z:B + P : A.
The second and third yield Γ + λz:B.let x = P inD[q] : B→E. So, using the ﬁrst, we
derive Γ; ∆x + let y = λz:B.(let x = P inD[q]) inC .
We will only consider the most interesting case for the contextual closure, in which
C[v] −−>E on the top level. There are four subcases:
1,2 C[v] −−>BD[v] or C[v] −−>CMD[v]:
Note that in D, v is still a let -abstracted variable. Now, C[−] −−>D[−], so, by the
induction hypothesis, Γ; ∆D + D[−], and v : B must be in ∆D , so Γ + D[v] : B.
3 C[v] −−>CPD[v]:
In this case C[v] = let x = P inE[y := x], and we can write E[y := x] as F[y := x][v].
So Γ, x:A; ∆F[y:=x] + F[y := x] with v : B ∈ ∆F[y:=x] or v = x. We conclude that
Γ, y:A, x:A; ∆F + F , and thus Γ + let y = P in let x = P inE.
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4 C[v] −−>LD[v]:
In this case C[v] = let y = x inG[v], and we know that Γ, y:A + G[v] : B with
x:A ∈ Γ. By substitution, we conclude Γ + G[v][y := x] : B, and we are done.
Appendix C. Independence of 〈G〉ϕ on the topological ordering ϕ
This section constitutes the proof of Lemma 5.14.
Deﬁnition C.1. Let R be a binary relation. We will write CL(R) for the transitive closure
of R and let S be a set and ϕ and ψ be two partial orderings of S (that is, ϕ and ψ are
reﬂexive, transitive and anti-symmetric). We say that ϕ is consistent with ψ if CL(ϕ ∪ ψ)
is also a partial ordering of S .
The following two lemmas give two simple properties of partial orderings.
Lemma C.2.
1 If ψ is a subset of the linear ordering ϕ, then so is CL(ψ).
2 If ϕ is a linear ordering of the set S , then every transitive closed subset ψ of ϕ is a
partial ordering of S .
Lemma C.3. Let G be a deduction graph, ϕ be the partial ordering imposed by the link
graph and ψ be the partial ordering imposed by the place graph. Then:
1 ζ is a box-topological ordering of G ↔ ζ is a linear extension of CL(ϕ ∪ ψ).
2 ϕ is consistent with ψ.
Proof.
1 Suppose ζ is a box-topological ordering of G. Then ϕ∪ψ is a subset of ζ, so CL(ϕ∪ψ)
is also a subset of ζ. Thus ζ is a linear extension of CL(ϕ ∪ ψ)
Assume ζ is a linear extension of CL(ϕ∪ψ). Suppose (a, b) ∈ ϕ. Then (a, b) ∈ CL(ϕ∪ψ).
So (a, b) ∈ ζ. Similarly, if (a, b) ∈ ψ, then (a, b) ∈ ζ. Hence ζ is a box-topological
ordering of G.
2 According to Lemma 2.12, there exists a box-topological ordering ζ of G. So ζ is also
a linear extension of CL(ϕ ∪ ψ).
From now on, we will use ϕ to indicate the linear ordering as well as the associated
isomorphism.
Deﬁnition C.4. Let ϕ be a linear order of n elements. We deﬁne for every i  n − 2 the
interchange of ϕ(i) and ϕ(i+ 1), πi by
(πi ◦ ϕ)(k)
⎧⎨
⎩
ϕ(k) if k = i, i+ 1
ϕ(i+ 1) if k = i
ϕ(i) if k = i+ 1 .
Lemma C.5. Let G be a set and α be a partial ordering of G. Suppose ϕ and ψ are linear
extensions of α. Then there exist a k and i0, . . . , ik such that
πik ◦ . . . ◦ πi0 ◦ ϕ = ψ
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and
πij ◦ . . . ◦ πi0 ◦ ϕ
is a linear extension of α for every j  k.
Proof. Suppose ϕ(m) = ψ(m) for all m < n for some n ∈ IN. Take k := ϕ−1(ψ(n)).
Deﬁne the orderings ζ0, ζ1, . . . , ζk−(n+1) by
ζ0 = πk−1 ◦ ϕ
ζp+1 = πk−(p+2) ◦ ζp.
We see by induction that:
1 For all i  k − (n+ 1), ζi is a linear extension of α.
2 For all i  k − (n+ 1) and for all m < n, we have ζi(m) = ϕ(m).
3 For all i  k − (n+ 1), we have ζi(k − (i+ 1)) = ψ(n).
Hence ζk−(n+1)(m) = ψ(m) for all m < n+ 1, and the statement follows by induction.
Example C.6. Consider the following ﬁgure:
Let
ϕ :=
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a b c d e f g
)
and
ψ :=
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e g b f c d
)
.
We will rewrite ϕ in ψ by just interchanging adjacent nodes in the linear ordering and
keeping a topological ordering at each stage:
1 We start by placing ψ(1) = e at the correct position. We see that
π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π3 ◦ ϕ =
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e b c d f g
)
.
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2 We continue by placing ψ(2) = g at the correct position:
π2 ◦ π3 ◦ π4 ◦ π5 ◦
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e b c d f g
)
=
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e g b c d f
)
.
3 Now we place ψ(4) = f at the correct position:
π4 ◦ π5 ◦
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e g b c d f
)
=
(
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
a e g b f c d
)
= ψ .
Thus, we have found
π4 ◦ π5 ◦ π2 ◦ π3 ◦ π4 ◦ π5 ◦ π1 ◦ π2 ◦ π3 ◦ ϕ = ψ .
Deﬁnition C.7. If ϕ is a linear ordering of a ﬁnite set S and T ⊆ S , then ϕ|T is the
relation ϕ restricted to T .
So we will write ϕ|T for the restricted relation ϕ as well as for the isomorphism
associated with it.
Deﬁnition C.8. Let G be a deduction graph and ϕ be a box-topological ordering of G.
We will write ϕ̂ for the restriction of ϕ to top-level nodes and ϕB for the restriction of ϕ
to the nodes that are in B and are not in deeper boxes.
Observe that ϕB ⊆ ϕ|B.
Lemma C.9. Let G be a deduction graph and ϕ and ψ be box-topological orderings of
G. If ϕ̂ = ψ̂ and ϕB = ψB for every box B, then
〈G〉ϕ = 〈G〉ψ.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of G and the number of top-level nodes.
Lemma C.10. If G is a deduction graph and ϕ and πi ◦ ϕ are both box-topological
orderings of G for a certain i, then
〈G〉ϕ  〈G〉πi◦ϕ .
Proof. Note that if ϕ̂ = ̂πi ◦ ϕ and ϕB = (πi ◦ ϕ)B for every box B, the result follows
by Lemma C.9. Furthermore, if ϕ̂ = ̂πi ◦ ϕ, there exists a j such that ̂πi ◦ ϕ = πj ◦ ϕ̂.
Similarly, if there exists a box B such that ϕB = (πi ◦ ϕ)B, then there exists a j such that
(πi ◦ ϕ)B = πj ◦ ϕB.
Suppose ϕ̂ = ̂πi ◦ ϕ and 〈B〉ϕ|B  〈B〉ψ|B for all boxes B. Determine j such that̂πi ◦ ϕ = πj ◦ ϕ̂. Suppose neither of the nodes ϕ(i) and ϕ(i+1) is an A-node. Suppose ϕ̂(m)
is the ϕ-maximal element of G. Then there exist a context R[−] and terms P , P ′, Q, Q′
such that
〈G〉ϕ  〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ̂(j + 2)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(j+2) [R[−]]
 〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ̂(j + 1)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(i+1) [let xϕ̂(j+1) = P inR[−]]
 〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ̂(j)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(j) [let xϕ̂(j) = Q in let xϕ̂(j+1) = P inR[−]]
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and
〈G〉π◦ϕ  〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ(j + 2)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(j+2) [R[−]]
 〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ̂(j + 2), ϕ̂(j)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(j+2),ϕ̂(j) [let xϕ̂(j) = Q′ inR[−]]
 〈G \ ϕ̂(m), . . . , ϕ̂(j)〉ϕ|G\ϕ̂(m),...,ϕ̂(j) [let xϕ̂(j+1) = P ′ in let xϕ̂(j) = Q′ inR[−]] .
After examination of the cases, we see that P = P ′, Q = Q′ and xϕ̂(j) /∈ Q and xϕ̂(j+1) /∈ P .
Hence 〈G〉ϕ  〈G〉πi◦ϕ. If ϕ(i) or ϕ(i+1) is an A-node, we can make a similar computation.
The statement follows by induction on the depth of G.
We can now prove Lemma 5.14.
Lemma C.11. If G is a deduction graph and ϕ and ψ are both box-topological orderings
of G, then
〈G〉ϕ  〈G〉ψ .
Proof. The proof is immediate from Lemmas C.3, C.5 and C.10.
Appendix D. Reduction in λ→Clet reﬂects reduction on deduction graphs
This section constitutes the proof of Lemma 5.15.
Lemma D.1. Let G be a deduction graph with free node (m,A) and G′ be G with (m,A)
replaced by (n, A). Then
〈G′〉= 〈G〉[xm := xn].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the construction of 〈G〉.
Lemma D.2. If G′ is obtained from G by eliminating a safe cut, then 〈G〉−−>B〈G′〉.
Proof. Suppose p is top-level and maximal. We will proceed by cutting both G and G′
into three pieces. The pieces of G are:
— 〈{p, n, m}, {(p, n), (p, m)}〉;
— box B with the nodes that are reachable from within B in one step;
— G \ B, p.
The pieces of G′ are:
— 〈{p, j}, {(p, j)}〉;
— Bk with k replaced by m;
— G \ B, p.
Using Lemmas A.10 and D.1, we see that
〈G〉= 〈G \ B, p〉[let xn = (λxk:A.〈Bk〉[xj]) in let xp = (xnxm) in [−]]
and
〈G′〉= 〈G \ B, p〉[Bk[xk := xm][let xp = xj in [−]] .
Thus 〈G〉−−>B〈G′〉. The other cases follow by induction, where we make use of the facts
that n and p are at the same level and that there exists just one edge to n.
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Lemma D.3. If G′ is obtained from G by an incorporation step, then 〈G〉−−>CM〈G′〉.
Proof. Suppose n is a top-level node. Suppose box Bq with box-node q that contains p
is a maximal element of G. Then
〈G〉 = 〈G \ q〉[let xq = (λxk.〈Bkq〉[y]) in [−]]
= 〈G \ q, n〉[let xn = (λxl.〈Bln〉[xj]) in let xq = (λxk.〈Bkq〉[y]) in [−]] .
The deduction graph G′ now contains a box Cq that incorporates the box Bn. To calculate
〈G′〉, we divide Ckq into two pieces:
— Bn together with all free nodes of Ckq;
— Ckq \ Bn (but with a free node n).
Now with the help of Lemma A.10 we see that
〈G′〉 = 〈G′ \ q〉[let xq = (λxk.〈Ckq〉[y]) in [−]]
= 〈G′ \ q〉[let xq = (λxk.(let xn = (λxl.〈Bln〉[xj]) in [−])[〈Ckq \ Bn〉][y]) in [−]]
= 〈G \ q, n〉[let xq = (λxk.(let xn = (λxl.〈Bln〉[xj]) in 〈Bkq〉[y]) in [−]].
So 〈G〉−−>CM〈G′〉. The other cases follow by induction.
Lemma D.4. If G′ is obtained from G by an unsharing step, 〈G〉−−>CP 〈G′〉.
Proof. Suppose box B with box-node n is at top-level. We will cut G′ into four pieces:
— H ′, that is, all nodes from which n or n′ is reachable, all boxes that contain these
nodes, plus the nodes that can be reached from these in one step;
— box B with the nodes that are reachable from within B in one step, plus the free
nodes of H ′;
— box B′ with the nodes that are reachable from within B′ in one step, plus the free
nodes of H ′ ∪ B;
— (G′ \ H,B′,B), together with all free nodes of the previous H ′ ∪ B′ ∪ B.
With Lemma A.10 we see that
〈G′〉= 〈G′ \ H,B′,B〉[let xn′ = (λxm.〈Bm〉[xj ′ ]) in let xn = (λxm.〈Bm〉[xj]) in 〈H ′〉] .
We cut G into three pieces as follows:
— H , that is, all nodes from which n is reachable, all boxes that contain these nodes, plus
the nodes that can be reached from these within one step;
— box B with the nodes that are reachable from within B in one step, plus the free
nodes of H;
— (G \ H,B), together with the free nodes of H ∪ B.
With Lemmas A.10 and D.1 we see that
〈G〉 = 〈G \ H,B〉[let xn = (λxm.〈Bm〉[xj]) in 〈H〉]
= 〈G′ \ H,B′,B〉[let xn = (λxm.〈Bm〉[xj]) in 〈H ′〉[xn′ := xn]] .
So 〈G〉−−>CP 〈G′〉. The other case follows by induction.
Lemma D.5. If G′ is obtained from G by a repeat-elimination step, 〈G〉−−>L〈G′〉.
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Proof. Suppose n0 and n1 are top-level nodes. By cutting G into three pieces and G
′
into either two or three, we easily see that 〈G〉 −−>L〈G′〉. Now assume that n1 is in a
box. Using the fact that none of the nodes to n1 is an I-node, we can make another
deduction graph G′′ as follows. Place a node n′1 at top level. Replace the edges n1 −− n0
by n′1 −− n0 and redirect all edges to n1 to n′1. We can now remove n1. We have that G′
can be obtained from G′′ by a repeat-elimination step, and because both n0 and n′1 are at
top-level, 〈G′′〉−−>L〈G′〉. On the other hand, G can be obtained from G′′ by an incorporation
step (this time on a single node, instead of on a box) and a renaming. Thus 〈G′′〉, 〈G′〉 and
〈G〉 have the following form, where xj = xn′1 :
〈G′′〉 = 〈G′′ \ n′1,B〉[let xn′1 = xn0 in let xr = (λxk.〈Bk〉[xj]) in [−]]
〈G′〉 = 〈G′′ \ n′1,B〉[let xr = (λxk.〈Bk〉[xj]) in [−]][xn′1 := xn0 ]
〈G〉 = 〈G′′ \ n′1,B〉[let xr = (λxk.let xn′1 = xn0 in 〈Bk〉) in [−]] .
So 〈G〉−−>L〈G′〉. The other cases follow by induction.
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